nature's process of calcification is reversed, not only to cease adding to, but in some cases to take from, the lime salts already furnished. That is to say, that vital force is an agent active in highly organized teeth to hasten decay around metal fillings (gold in particular) even more, to withdraw or absorb lime salts to the devitalization of dentine, enlargements of cavities and loss of fillings. The May issue of the Dental Cosmos contains an article, in which all that has been claimed for dental progress up to now is considered a mistake, and we are astonished to find, according to that, there is no recognized law to govern a young graduate in the selection and adaptation of filling materials to conditions of the teeth.
Quotation : "There is no basis for the selection and adaptation of filling materials to soft teeth, hard teeth, frail teeth (in structure,) or poorly-calcified teeth." I will further quote from the conclusions given in the article, to show that there is occasion for this writing. As the writer is held responsible for the introduction of the theory, which has often been declared to have no foundation in science, he feels it due the profession to know that the electro chemical theory of dental caries has not been discussed upon the plane of animal existence, but upon the physical or chemical plane, and that figures have been produced upon the latter plane, which, in that relation, are correct, are made to apply to all the conditions relating to the subject, ignoring the basis upon which the vital theory is founded. Thus the confusion which has attended the discussion thus far. The following is quoted : "Caries of the teeth is not dependent upon any condition of the tissue of the teeth, but on conditions of their environments." In this the vital principle is denied.
Again: "The objects to be attained in filling teeth are the perfect exclusion of the causes of caries from the tissues by sealing the cavity and securing such form as will prevent lodgment of debris about the margin of the filling, and thus prevent the further action of the causes of caries." Here, too, the vital action of the pulp through the tissue is not counted a factor.
Please distinction out, and by making the laws which are limited to the physical plane cover the whole ground, leaves nothing for the vital principle to stand upon. The motive for doing this I cannot discover. The greatest mystery is that it is done by the acknewledged leaders in the profession. This is the part that I most regret. After having failed to have this oversight corrected, so as to preserve harmony, a crisis has been reached, and we were compelled to make the above statement. We remained silent and the taunting question was put: "Are we all paralyzed ?
Is there no squelching this modern disturber of Israel ?" If these conclusions gave us any practical benefits above our present attainments, it would be to an advantage; but no, as has been previously stated, the object has been to show the fallacy of the teaching which is followed by many operators. 
